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of tripe, it is very good. It was hard and crisp as crackling
with a strange flavour—quite good.
Next day there were again many patches of gravel among
the shallow sands and we came upon two low groins of pebble-
covered bedrock which strongly suggested the alignment of a
Wadi. Zayid and Salim had dismounted with me to pros-
pect the ground for flints when the former picked up a very
nice arrow-head. And look, he said, the sand has dug up a
well! Do you know it, Salim ? No, replied the other, there
are no wells known hereabouts but those of Tuwairifa. But
it is a well, perchance, of the ancients.1 I have never heard
of any well here. 'Ali and Ibn Humaiyid were consulted and
declared that no such well was known. For years no one had
been in these parts and the wind had worked unseen to dis-
cover a former shaft. There was at any rate no mistaking the
familiar raised ring dipping to a hollow choked with sand,
and we agreed to name it Bir Maqran to commemorate my
theory regarding the source of these ungainsayable indica-
tions of forgotten rivers. Keeping still within what seemed
to be the banks of a valley we came after about two miles to
a bulge of it containing the five wells of Tuwairifa.
We had now encountered fragments of old valley for-
mations at intervals spread over a length of nearly 40 miles
from north to south. The wells of Tuwairifa like those of
Numaila and Bir Fadhil were reputed to be some 22 fathoms
deep, and it seemed clear that the whole area overlay a deep-
down table of sweet water. At the same time there are the
great Wadis of the Aflaj tract (from Sha'ib al 5Ars to Wadi
Maqran) some 200 miles to the west to be accounted for. In
the fragmentary nature of the available evidence it would be
impossible to say whether these valleys united in the desert
to form a single river coming down to Tuwairifa and turning
thence northward to Numaila and Bir Fadhil and so to the
sea, or whether rather they came down independently into a
great delta plain in this deep-well tract. In any case the sea
cannot have been very far eastward of this region in those
days, for the shallow brackish wells along Mr. Thomas' route
seem to point to such a conclusion. My suggestion is, there-
^e used the word Jahliyat.

